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Issues during star formation

• Outflows
• loss of angular momentum

• clearing of proto-stellar envelope / feedback

• Disks (and disk winds)
• radiation pressure outflows

• Fragmentation
• binary formation

• Distances

• Magnetic fields

• Heavy (pre-biotic) molecules?



Issues during star formation

✓Outflows
• loss of angular momentum

• clearing of proto-stellar envelope / feedback
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Fig. 1.— Velocity of the H53! line in W51e2 in color. The color scale ranges from 57 to 65
kms!1. The contours show the 7 mm continuum emission at 2, 4, 10, 30, 50, 70 and 90% of

the peak emission of 0.15 Jy/beam. Coordinates are in the B1950 epoch.

Radio-recombination lines
Keto & Klaassen 2008
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size (our beam size is so we need to align the imagesD0A.5,
to better than A comparison of the 1986.2 andD0A.05).
1992.9 maps at 6 cm indicates that the positions of the
““ stationary ÏÏ (that is, not expected to show signi!cant
proper motion) sources, such as VLA 1, VLA 2, and VLA 6,
repeat to within or better. However, even a shift thisD0A.06
small will produce meaningless residuals. In an attempt to
align the images better we have followed the least-squares
procedure of et al. (1998). First, we made maps for theMart•"
two epochs using a restoring clean beam with dimensions

P.A. \ [10¡, the average of the synthesized0A.63 ] 0A.52,
beams for the two epochs. This procedure helps to minimize
spurious residuals in the di†erence or subtraction maps due
to di†erences in the beams. Since the di†erences in the indi-
vidual beam parameters were quite small in our case, of
order a few percent, this procedure appears adequate. After
this, the 6 cm 1992.9 image was kept !xed as the reference
epoch and the 6 cm 1986.2 image was systematically shifted
by di†erent amounts and a grid of di†erence maps (1992.9È
1986.2) was computed. The range of shifts explored varied
within ^2 pixels, or ^120 mas, in each coordinate direc-
tion. The linear geometric transformation task LGEOM in
AIPS was used repeatedly for such purpose, with a shift step
of 0.1 pixel or 6 mas. The di†erence maps were computed
using the AIPS task COMB for image combining. The pro-
cedure adopted to select the shifts leading to the best-
subtracted image was minimization of the residuals with an
rms criterion. This appears to be a reasonable assumption
since one expects that a di†erence image computed with
wrong shifts would produce signi!cant positive and/or
negative residuals, thus increasing signi!cantly its rms
““ noise.ÏÏ The rms noise is measured here using the IMSTAT
task of AIPS for image statistics inside a rectangular
window. The window is centered on the central source with
a size sufficient to include the complete jet core, and with its
major axis being parallel to the direction of the jet.

The shifts that were found to provide the minimum rms
noise in the subtracted images were and *d \*a \ [0A.04

The alignment correction required is therefore of[0A.05.
the order of a few tens of milliarcseconds. The individual
maps as well as the resulting best-di†erence images are
shown in Figure 3. The individual maps show some evi-
dence of wiggling along the jet axis. This could be produced
by the presence of a very close companion to VLA 1, as has
been proposed for the exciting source of the HH 111 Ñow
(Reipurth et al. 2000b).

The di†erence map shows, as statistically signi!cant fea-
tures, two negative regions. We tentatively interpret these
negative regions as implying the presence of emission in
1986.2 that is no longer present in 1992.9. This emission
could be coming, as in the case of HH 80È81, from density
enhancements traveling in the jet. Indeed, the 1992.9 map
(see Fig. 3) shows faint protuberances at from eachD1A.5
side of the center of the core. If these faint protuberances are
the density enhancements seen closer to the jet center in
1986.2, their proper motion is of order yr~1. Our inter-0A.2
pretation is strengthened because the proper motions
derived for the HH objects (see below) are similar. If these
density enhancements do not change their Ñux density as
they move along the jet, we would expect to see them as
positive features in the di†erence map, but this is not the
case. However, as discussed by et al. (1998), the ÑuxMart•"
density of these density enhancements, as they expand with
displacement, is expected to drop as their distance to the
center of the jet squared. Thus, they become very difficult to
detect in the radio once away from the center of the jet.
Furthermore, the di†erence map is noisier than the individ-
ual maps, having noise given by The com-pdiff2 \ p12 ] p22.
bination of these e†ects makes the expected positive
features to be lost in the noise of the di†erence map.

The presence of discrete knots in the near-infrared and
optical jet with regular separations that correspond to

FIG. 3.ÈNatural weight VLA maps of the sources VLA 1 and 2, made with the 6 cm (left panel) 1986.2 , (middle panel) 1992.9, and (right panel)
1992.9È1986.2 data. The size of the restoring beam is P.A. \ [10¡. Contour levels are 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 times the rms0A.63 ] 0A.52,
noises of 11 (1986.2 map) and 9 (1992.9 map) kJy beam~1, and [6, [5, [4, [3, 3, 4, 5, and 6 times the rms noise of 14 kJy beam~1 for the 1992.9È1986.2
di†erence map.

Ionised continuum
Rodriguez et al.  2000
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Issues during star formation

✓Disks (and disk winds)
• radiation pressure outflows

Cont peak flux =  9.9534E-01         
Levs = 9.953E-03 * (2.500, 4, 6, 24, 80)
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Compare bipolar jets with 
equatorial outflows 
(evolutionary effect?)

Weak HI emission from disks/
outflows (currently impossible)



Issues during star formation
Fragmentation
• binary formation

• Resolve weak radio emission from protostars and 
possible companions

• Needs highest SKA resolution
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Fig. 2.— L1165-SMM1 images at 1.4 cm and 3.3 cm. Both sources are clearly detected at centimeter

wavelengths, indicative of free-free emission from the thermal jets of each source. The centroids of

the secondary are slightly o↵set at each wavelength, which may result from the free-free emission

not being centered at the dust continuum peak at 7.3 mm and blending with the primary in the

3.3 cm image. Contours start at ±3� and increase at 2� intervals in the 1.4 cm image where � =

12.8 µJy beam�1 and in the 3.3 cm image the contours are [2, 3, 5, 7, 9, ...] ⇥ �, where � = 9.6

µJy beam�1.
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Fig. 6.— CB230 IRS1 images at 7.3 mm. The sources appear marginally resolved in the lower

resolution image with 500 k� tapering and are quite distinct in the two higher resolution images

shown in the middle and right panels. The primary source appears unresolved; however, the

companion source appears extended roughly perpendicular to the outflow direction. Contours start

at ±3� and increase in 2� intervals for all images, where �= 41.3 µJy beam�1, 27.5 µJy beam�1,

and 25.8 µJy beam�1 for the 500 k� tapered image, 2000 k� tapered image, and A-array-only

image respectively.

Fig. 7.— CB230 IRS1 images at 1.4 cm (left) and 3.3 cm (right). The two sources are resolved

at 1.4 cm, the extended feature between them may simply result from the sources being blended.

At 3.6 cm, the secondary has a marginal peak above the 3 � level, but is surrounded by extended

emission at the 2� level. Contours start at ±3� and increase at 2� intervals in the 1.4 cm image,

where �= 11.5 µJy beam�1. In the 3.3 cm image, the contours are ±[2, 3, 5, 7, 9, ...] ⇥ �, where

� = 5.3 µJy beam�1. We start at ±2 sigma in the 3.3 cm image to better show the extension of

emission at this wavelength.

Tobin et al. 2013



Issues during star formation
✓Distances
• Parallaxes of masers or faint radio stars

• Phase 1 SKA needs SNR 50-100 for good positional accuracy 
(doable for methanol masers)

• SKA as VLBI station with EVN!

• Distances out to 10 kpc for star forming regions unreachable by 
GAIA 



Issues during star formation

✓Magnetic fields

• Ambipolar diffusion/outflow launching

• At cm wavelengths will be able to probe within 
optically thick dust

• Complementing ALMA dust and CN observations 
probing different density regimes

• HI, OH, CCS (11 GHz) and masers

• Faraday rotation of background sources



Example: Cepheus A

Cepheus OB3 molecular 
complex of  ~ 105 M¤      

(@ 700 pc, the second 
nearest high-mass star 
forming region after Orion) 



HW Radio Continuum Sources           
(Hugues & Wouterloot 1984)

1” (725 AU)

(16 sources in a region of ≈ 30” size) 

20 cm 
(VLA)

HW2: thermal bipolar radio jet excited by a 
massive protostar (15-20 M¤, Rodríguez et al. 1994) 
highly obscured (AV ~ 103 mag,Torrelles et al. 1993)

6 cm

2 cm

10” (7250 AU)

SKA-mid resolution of 0.3” at 20 cm



Example: Cepheus A

• Cepheus A HW2 ~20 M� @ 700 pc 
(Jiménez-Serra et al. 2007; Moscadelli et al. 2009)

• Thermal radio jet, ionized gas at 
~500 km/s (Curiel et al. 2006)

• Rotating dust (R~330 AU) and 
molecular gas (R~580 AU) disk 
structure ⊥ to outflow (Patel et al. 2005, 
Jiménez-Serra et al. 2007, Torrelles et al. 2007)

• made up of at least 3 YSOs (e.g. Comito et 
al. 2007)

• Flattened 6.7 GHz methanol maser 
structure near disk plane (R~650 
AU, h~300 AU)

• infall at ~1.7 km/s (Torstensson et al. 2010, 
Sugiyama et al. 2013)

Radio jet at 3.5 cm

Dust (λ0.9mm, colour image) and molecular (CH3CN, contours) 
disk structure centered on and perpendicular to the radio jet

0.5”(350 AU)

SMA

  Patel et al. (2005)

500 km/s 
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MERLIN image of the polarization of methanol 
masers around the outflow Cepheus A HW2



3D magnetic field structure

Methanol masers at 6.7 GHz using MERLIN (Vlemmings et al. MNRAS 2010)



Model comparison

T=100 K
T=200 K

Banerjee & Pudritz 2007

Infall motions consistent with current 
models of magnetic accretion



B vs. n relation

• Single power-law fit for 
different observations gives:
• B ∝ n0.47±0.08

• Magnetic field at 
inclination: θ= 73° ± 5°

• |B|=23 mG → 4 x 
turbulent energy
• dominated energetics

• mass-magnetic flux: λ ≈ 1.7 
(slightly supercritical)

• collapse proceeding along 
field lines

(equipartion B-strength)

SKA (non-maser): 
HI, OH, 
CCS!

JCMT SCUBA dust polarization
(Curran & Chrysostomou 2007) 

NH3 clump, non-thermal emission
(Garay et al. 1996)

OH masers
(Bartkiewicz et al. 2005)

H2O masers
(Vlemmings et al. 2006) => magnetic field regulated infall 

onto a protostellar disk!



‘Feedback during massive star formation’

• e-MERLIN will be used to 
map continuum emission of 
~100 massive star-forming 
regions
• Outflow morphology, MHD jet 

launching etc.

• Maser polarization 
observations
• 3D magnetic field structure

MERLIN image of the polarization of methanol 
masers around the outflow Cepheus A HW2

e-MERLIN legacy project
PIs: W. Vlemmings (Onsala), M. Hoare (Leeds)
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SKA-mid:
Improves line and continuum sensitivity 
by factor 30 (though ~1/3 resolution)
Many more maser line of sights for more 
detailed 3D B-field reconstruction



SKA phase 1 & star formation

• Radio-recombination lines of youngest 
embedded sources
• outflow kinematics, disks and disk winds

• Continuum of disks, outflows and protostars
• Fragmentation, ionization and radiation pressure

• Distances to embedded star forming regions 
out to 10 kpc
• (or even extragalactic using SKA VLBI)

• Biggest gain in magnetic field studies
• currently prohibitively expensive in observing time

• maser 3D field reconstruction


